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Introduction
This document provides background for my NAE FOE talk on “Interdisciplinary Security: Medical Devices.”
Cybersecurity shortfalls in medical devices trace to decisions made during early requirements engineering and design. The industry is now paying the cybersecurity technical debt for the shortsightedness.
Complexity breeds insecurity. In the last few decades, medical devices have evolved from simple analog
components to complex digital systems containing an amalgam of software, circuits, and advanced power
sources that are more difficult to validate and verify. Whereas a classic stethoscope depended on well
understood analog components, modern devices such as linear accelerators, pacemakers, drug infusion
pumps, and patient monitors depend critically on computer technology. Computer networking, wireless
communication, wireless power, the Internet, and a host of other engineering innovations combined with
electronic health records and re-engineering of clinical workflow have enabled innovative therapeutics and
diagnostics, but at the cost of technical debt for information security and privacy (known as cybersecurity).
When a medical device is compromised, its behavior becomes unpredictable. The device may deliver
incorrect diagnostic information to clinicians as a result of damage to device integrity, may become unavailable to deliver patient care during repair, and in extreme cases may contribute to patient harm. Lack of
security introduces an unconventional dimension of risk to safety and effectiveness: intentional harm.
Much cybersecurity risk is attributable to legacy medical devices depending on Windows XP and other
unmaintainable operating systems that no longer receive security patches. Proprietary embedded systems
are no less vulnerable. Design-time complexity, not hackers, is the root cause of many cybersecurity problems. Complexity increases the attack surface, the points where an adversary may gain a foothold into
a computer system. Hackers represent the messengers or collectors of cybersecurity technical debt by
uncovering the implications of the flaws baked in from early engineering choices.
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Abridged History of Medical Device Security
There’s a rich history [5] of trustworthy medical device software.1 The classic and eye-opening Therac-25
study discusses how a linear accelerator caused a number of injuries and deaths by massive radiation overdoses in the late 1980s and early 1990s. While project mismanagement, complacency, and overconfidence
in unrealistic probabilities played a role, the most interesting root cause was the adoption of poorly designed
software rather than well understood analog components to safely control the radiation delivery [11].
Research in medical device security began with an interdisciplinary paper on the security of an implantable cardiac defibrillator [8]. The paper took several years of effort because of the interdisciplinary
nature of the problem, and the clinical challenges such as attending live surgery to fully understand the
threat model. The paper demonstrates that it is possible to wirelessly disable the life saving shocks and
then induce ventricular fibrillation (a deadly heart rhythm). Contrary to the popular press, the research actually advises that patients are far safer accepting devices than not because patients are already predisposed
to medical risk. The paper suggested the engineering principle that a secure medical device should not
run an operation that causes a medical device to enter a known hazardous state (ventricular fibrillation)
with a known recovery mechanism, if the software is not guaranteed to run the recovery mechanism (defibrillation). The paper includes a number of defensive approaches primarily centered on the concept of
zero-power security where the external entity must provide wireless power such that the implant can protect
the availability of its precious battery. The device has not been sold for several years, and the manufacturer
now trains its engineers on security engineering.
After a lull for several years, the hacker community began to replicate academic experiments. Barnaby
Jack famously replicated our pacemaker/defibrillator experiment in a manner more appealing to the general public. Although formal peer-reviewed proceedings were rare, the hackers gave captivating talks and
demonstrations that attracted attention to the subject. The hacker community began to find new security
flaws in medical devices such as insulin pumps and infusion pumps (e.g., demonstrations by Billy Rios,
Barnaby Jack, Jay Radcliffe, Scott Erven, and others).
To promote deeper intellectual inquiry into medical device security, the author created the Open Medical
Device Research Library (OMDRL) to share hard-to-find implants with security researchers. Unfortunately,
the demand did not justify the high cost of biohazard decontamination, and computer science staff were
uncomfortable with managing biohazard facilities. Thus the library was short lived. However, researchers
from MIT did engage with the OMDRL to invent a novel RF jamming protocol that blocks legacy implanted
1 blog.secure-medicine.org
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cardiac devices from transmitting insecure “plaintext” messages and overlays an encrypted version [6].
In 2015, a couple days after the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration issued the first recall
of an automobile solely because of a cybersecurity risk2 , Hospira became the first company to receive an
FDA safety communication3 as a singular result of a cybersecurity risk. While not legally a recall, the FDA
notice was pragmatically a recall in that FDA strongly discouraged health care facilities from purchasing a
particular infusion pump because of a cybersecurity vulnerability that could lead to patient harm via hacking
to over-infuse or under-infuse drugs.

On the Horizon
The bleeding edge developments include new FDA pre-market guidance on cybersecurity4 and the first
FDA advisory to cease purchasing an infusion pump because of a cybersecurity risk.
FDA reviewers now expect to see a technical cybersecurity risk analysis in all applications for premarket clearance to sell medical devices in the United States. FDA is expected to release a post-market
guidance document on coordinated vulnerability disclosure, incident reporting, and continuous surveillance
of emerging cybersecurity risks. This document is more complicated because of the workflow that involves
a number of unusual bedfellows ranging from the vulnerability research community to the Department of
Homeland Security to the U.S. Computer Emergency Response Team.
The Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) sets the major standards that
affect medical device safety. The AAMI medical device security working group consists of both healthcare
providers and medical device engineers who have written Technical Information Report (TIR) 57. This
document currently under ballet provides much needed advice to engineers on how to reason methodically
about cybersecurity across the product development lifecycle of a medical device.

2 http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/25/business/fiat-chrysler-recalls-1-4-million-vehicles-to-fix-hacking-issue.html
3 http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/Safety/AlertsandNotices/ucm456815.htm
4 http://www.fda.gov/downloads/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm356190.pdf
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Figure 1: Pacemaker before wireless control. A needle was inserted thru the patient’s skin to twist a dial that controls
the heart rate. Photo copyright Kevin Fu, taken in Medtronic’s Mounds View, MN museum.

Figure 2: Barnaby Jack demonstrates to the author a vulnerability in an insulin pump (L). Screenshot copyright Kevin
Fu. Hanna et al. demonstrate a proof of concept computer worm that spreads from a safety officer’s computer to an
Automated External Defibrillator [9] (R). Photo publicly available under open access policy by USENIX.
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Figure 3: In June 2012, the author discovered that the website of a ventilator manufacturer was compromised such
that unsuspecting hospital technicians downloading a software update received a bonus malware package.

Figure 4: A drug compounder running Windows XP Embedded was infected with malware according to an FDA MAUDE
adverse event report in 2010 [3]. A former engineer from the company later explained that the malware was accidentally
spread to other compounders during the repair. Photo copyright Kevin Fu.

Figure 5: Exploiting the non-linear components of a sensor front end allows injection of a chosen digital sensor input
to a microprocessor [4]. The non-linear component acts as an unintended demodulator for the malicious EMI. Diagram
courtesy Denis Foo Kune.
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Figure 6: A smart power outlet designed to detect anomalies and malware via the AC power outlet rather than software.
The power outlet uses (among other things) advanced machine learning algorithms and spectral analysis to detect
unusual behavior. One can learn about basics of power analysis from an earlier research paper [2]. Photo copyright
Virta Labs, Inc. Used with permission.

Analog Cybersecurity and Cybersecurity Testing Facilities
The author believes that two directions will lead to improvements in medical device security (and security of
the Internet of Things in general).
Analog cybersecurity is one of the least understood and least studied area in cybersecurity. Security
problems tend to occur in boundary conditions where different abstractions meet. In particular, the analogdigital abstraction poses subtle security weaknesses for cyberphysical systems such as medical devices or
the Internet of Things. Researchers have already demonstrated how an adversary can violate widely held
computing abstractions as fundamental as the value of a bit. Ionizing radiation and computing faults cause
smartcards and processors to divulge cryptographic secrets [1, 12]. Intentional electromagnetic interference
causes sensors to deliver incorrect digital values to closed-loop feedback systems such as pacemakers [4].
Acoustic and mechanical vibrations cause drones to fall out of the sky by hitting the resonant frequency of a
MEMS gyroscope [13]. The row hammer attack5 shows how to flip bits in computer memory by rapid activity
to adjacent physical rows of memory [10]. The GSMem system [7] shows how to trick computer memory
into emitting RF signals in the cellular frequencies. Such analog cybersecurity weaknesses will likely play
an increasing role for automated systems such as medical devices.
The notional Bring Your Own Hospital (BYOH) testbed underway at the University of Michigan will enable
security testing and experimentation on systems of medical devices to better prepare manufacturers and
5 http://googleprojectzero.blogspot.com/2015/03/exploiting-dram-rowhammer-bug-to-gain.html
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hospitals to cope with the changing threat landscape. The challenge is that manufacturers have difficulty
testing beyond the component level because of (1) the diverse array of different configurations and interoperating medical devices, and (2) because of uncertainty of risk to patients during live testing. The BYOH
testbed will enable security testing with automated and highly configurable threat simulators. Example uses
include control studies to compare effectiveness of different hospital information security policies, and emergency preparedness fire drills to train manufacturers and clinicians on how to respond to cyberattacks and
malware infections that affect the timely delivery of care.

Conclusion
Medical devices help patients lead more normal and healthy lives. The device innovation results from a
complex interplay of medicine, computer engineering, computer science, human factors, and countless
other disciplines. This complexity breeds design-time cybersecurity risks. In order to give patients the confidence to use emerging medical devices, manufacturers need to address the cybersecurity risks during the
initial requirements engineering and design time, then continue post-market surveillance thru the product
lifecycle.
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